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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

This report has been prepared as an updated response has been provided from
Transport for London (TfL) and additional / amended conditions and S106 obligations
are proposed.

2.0

ADDITIONAL RESPONSE (TfL)

2.1

The updated response from TfL is summarised as follows. Some comments received
were in relation to application reference number DC/20/117966 only, and thus are
not relevant to this application. They have not been included in the following
summary.
Healthy Streets

2.2

It is noted that the applicant has updated their Healthy Streets assessment. It is
noted that the applicant has identified a number of improvements that they will
implement. These are:
• Improvement works along the frontages of the site and provision of dropped
kerbs/tactile paving at vehicular accesses;
• Improvements to crossing facilities on Trundley’s Road;
• Lighting for the railway bridge; and
• £30,000 contribution towards resurfacing works to the east of the site to better
connect with Cycleway 4

2.3

It is noted that the applicant has identified a contribution of £50,000 towards cycle
hire. This is welcomed subject to outstanding cycle parking matters being sufficiently
addressed and an appropriate level of contribution towards other walking and cycling
improvements being secured.
Public Transport

2.4

In regard to the bus contribution, as you are likely aware the PTAL for this site is poor
and the 225 is one of the two services that is within PTAL distance of the majority of
the site and is currently well-matched for demand. Therefore, any additional demand
would need to be mitigated. It is also useful to highlight that the 225 may not
necessarily go where residents may wish to travel to. A contribution of £270,000 to
cover a 3-year period can be considered. We would like to ensure that there is some
flexibility incorporated into the S106 so there is an option to review what would be
the best approach to addressing bus demand from this development upon its receipt.
Vehicle Access

2.5

It is noted that additional detail on the vehicle accesses can be secured through
condition, and that these accesses are to be delivered as part of a S278 agreement.
It is also note that the proposed plans show level footways at vehicle crossovers on
the site frontage. It is understood that a Stage 2 RSA will be carried out.
Delivery and Servicing

2.6

As part of the delivery and servicing activity at this site a loading bay on Sanford
Street is proposed. After further review, it is considered that the loading bay will not
impact on bus operations. It is however requested that there are measures in place
which ensure that delivery and servicing does not occur along other areas of Sanford
Street, in particular the bend on this street, as this will have a detrimental impact on
bus operations.
Cycle Parking

2.7

It is TfL's preference that cycle parking all long-stay cycle parking provision is
accessed via a lobby to ensure that all who choose to cycle are afforded the same
level of protection as those who do not.

2.8

Sufficient space between cycle parking stands and the wall - which will vary
dependent on the type of cycle proposed to use the stand - is required. Is there a
condition about cycle parking provision?
Car Parking

2.9

As highlighted in TfL’s detailed comments and the Stage 1 comments, there is a
concern that the overprovision of disabled person parking provision at this site could
result in the misuse of these spaces for general parking. It was therefore
recommended that the area was designed to provide 3 per cent for the residential
element and appropriate quantum for the commercial and student uses from the
outset, with the additional areas uses for other purposes (ie additional storage) until
the demand for disabled person parking spaces arise.

2.10

It is noted that all spaces on the site will have active charging facilities, which is
welcomed.
Construction

2.11

It is understood that a Construction Logistics Plan (CLP) is to be secured through
condition.

2.12

Should permission be granted, the applicant is encouraged to engage early with TfL
on the proposed construction methodology at this site to ensure that throughout the
construction period there is no impact on bus operations or on the adjoining railway
lines.
London Overground

2.13

It is noted that a number of conditions were sent across from colleagues in London
Overground infrastructure Protection (LOIP). These conditions must be attached to
any permission attached to this site.

2.14

The applicant states that a Noise Assessment has been submitted as part of this
application, and that mitigatory measures identified will be secured through condition

and/or have been incorporated into the design. This document has been shared with
LOIP, and further comments on this matter may follow.
Travel Plan
2.15

It is noted that a Travel Plan is to be secured through condition, which is welcomed.
It is recommended that a Travel Plan is submitted for each land use, with measures
appropriate to that use identified to support sustainable and active travel in line with
the Mayor’s strategic mode shift for inner London boroughs which is for 90 per cent
of all journeys to be made by walking, cycling and public transport by 2041.

3.0

CONSIDERATIONS

3.1

The majority of points raised by TfL have already been secured by condition or S106
obligation as follows:
• Vehicular access and various public realm improvement works (secured by
S106 obligation)
• Delivery and servicing plan (secured by condition)
• Construction logistics plan (secured by condition)
• London Overground requirements (secured by conditions)
• Travel Plan (secured by S106 obligation)
• Stage 2 Road Safety Audit (secured by S106 obligation)

3.2

With relation to the Bus Improvement and Cycle Infrastructure Contribution and in
light of the points that TfL have raised in relation to trip generation, the S106
obligations have been amended as follows:
• Bus Improvement contribution - £270,000 to be secured (previously £90,000)
• Cycle Infrastructure contribution - £50,000 to be secured (not previously
requested)

3.3

In light of TfL’s comments in relation to the proposed cycle parking, the existing
condition (number 41) which secured compliance with the cycle parking details
submitted by the applicant, has been amended to a condition requiring all details of
cycle parking to be submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority (in
consultation with TfL), as follows:
a)

Prior to commencement of development above ground-level, full details of the
cycle parking facilities for all uses (long stay and short stay) shall be submitted
to and approved in writing by the local planning authority.

b)

All cycle parking spaces shall be provided and made available for use prior to
first occupation of the development and maintained thereafter.

Reason: In order to ensure adequate provision for cycle parking and to comply with
Policy T5 cycling and Table 10.2 of the London Plan (March 2021) and Policy 14:
Sustainable movement and transport of the Core Strategy (2011).
3.4

TfL’s comments in relation to car parking are noted, however following discussions
with the Council’s Highways Officer, it was confirmed that further reducing the
quantum of accessible parking spaces provided in favour of was not desirable. It is
agreed however that the scope of the Parking Management Plan be amended to

include a periodic review if the quantum of parking provided at basement level as
follows:


Parking Management Plan outlining:
o How the off-street parking will be allocated / managed
o How informal parking (i.e. in the public realm, and service yard) will be
enforced
o An annual review of the overall quantum of parking provided at
basement level
o A periodic review mechanism that ensures any increase in demand for
electric vehicles charging is addressed.
o Details of how parking would be managed on Juno Way

3.5

Given the above, all of TfL’s comments within their updated response have been
addressed.

4.0

OTHER AMENDED CONDITIONS AND S106 OBLIGATIONS

4.1

Following further review of the proposed development, the following additional
conditions are recommended to further ensure the Agent of Change principles are
met and that the residential development and commercial units can comfortably coexist:
1.

Resident’s Information Pack

Details of a resident’s information pack outlining the terms the relationship with the
industrial uses at ground floor level, shall be submitted to and approved by the local
planning authority prior to first occupation of any residential unit. The approved
information pack shall be supplied to all prospective and new occupants of the
residential use.
Reason: To safeguard the amenity of future occupants and to meet the principles of
Policy D12 Agent of Change of the London Plan (March 2021).
2.

Dust, Noise and Vibration Management Plan

Prior to the occupation of the commercial units, a Dust, Noise and Vibration
Management Plan shall be submitted to and approved, in writing, by the local
planning authority. The Management Plan will need to detail the measures taken to
reduce the impacts on residential occupants by way of dust, noise and vibration in
relation to the operational use of the commercial units. The development shall be
undertaken in accordance with the approved plan.
Reason: To manage and prevent further deterioration of air quality in accordance
Policy T7 Deliveries, servicing and construction and Policy SI 1 Improving air quality
and to meet the principles of Policy D12 Agent of Change of the London Plan (2021).
3.

Service Yard Use

The Servicing Yard hereby approved, shall be used for the purposes of servicing the
commercial units at ground floor level only. The Servicing Yard shall not be used for
other general operational use of the commercial units which must be kept within the
envelope of the commercial units.

Reason: To safeguard the amenity of future occupants and to meet the principles of
London Plan Policy D12 Agent of Change.

5.0

CONCLUSION

5.1

To conclude, following the updated TfL response, and further consideration in relation
to the co-location of residential and industrial uses, the following S106 heads of terms
have been amended:


Parking Management Plan outlining:
o How the off-street parking will be allocated / managed
o How informal parking (i.e. in the public realm, and service yard) will be
enforced
o An annual review of the overall quantum of parking provided at basement
level
o A periodic review mechanism that ensures any increase in demand for
electric vehicles charging is addressed.
o Details of how parking would be managed on Juno Way



Bus Improvement contribution - £270,000 to be secured



Cycle Infrastructure contribution - £50,000 to be secured

The following conditions have been amended or added:
1. Resident’s Information Pack (added)
Details of a resident’s information pack outlining the terms the relationship with the
industrial uses at ground floor level, shall be submitted to and approved by the local
planning authority prior to first occupation of any residential unit. The approved
information pack shall be supplied to all prospective and new occupants of the
residential use.
Reason: To safeguard the amenity of future occupants and to meet the principles of
Policy D12 Agent of Change of the London Plan (March 2021).
2.

Dust, Noise and Vibration Management Plan (added)

Prior to the occupation of the commercial units, a Dust, Noise and Vibration
Management Plan shall be submitted to and approved, in writing, by the local
planning authority. The Management Plan will need to detail the measures taken to
reduce the impacts on residential occupants by way of dust, noise and vibration in
relation to the operational use of the commercial units. The development shall be
undertaken in accordance with the approved plan.
Reason: To manage and prevent further deterioration of air quality in accordance
Policy T7 Deliveries, servicing and construction and Policy SI 1 Improving air quality
and to meet the principles of Policy D12 Agent of Change of the London Plan (2021).
3.

Service Yard Use (added)

The Servicing Yard hereby approved, shall be used for the purposes of servicing the
commercial units at ground floor level only. The Servicing Yard shall not be used for

other general operational use of the commercial units which must be kept within the
envelope of the commercial units.
Reason: To safeguard the amenity of future occupants and to meet the principles of
London Plan Policy D12 Agent of Change.
4. Cycle Parking (amended condition 41)
a)

Prior to first occupation, full details of the cycle parking facilities for all uses
(long stay and short stay) shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the
local planning authority.

b)

All cycle parking spaces shall be provided and made available for use prior to
first occupation of the development and maintained thereafter.

Reason: In order to ensure adequate provision for cycle parking and to comply with
Policy T5 cycling and Table 10.2 of the London Plan (March 2021) and Policy 14:
Sustainable movement and transport of the Core Strategy (2011).

